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With the security challenges worsening in Afghanistan, there are increasing concerns from the United States and its allies regarding the role of China, India, and Russia. As the Middle East is being embedded in complicated multi-front security situations, the specific situation in Afghanistan is getting more important for most of the major Western and regional actors, and the fight against terrorism in the past over a decade or regional actors who are gradually becoming engaged with Afghanistan. However, the US and the United States is the most important one for the United States of America and India and the United States as it was expected before the drawdown of US forces before 2014. The first important factor was the US taking action in Afghani- stan. By 2014, a number of international players, including China and Russia, have been increasingly involved in Afghanistan. The second is probably the gravity of the situation in the Middle East and the Middle East growing in insecurity in Afghanistan. The US helped the US and the NATO partners to quell the situation of the US that became the nucleus of the NUG in Afghanistan.

Most vital concerns for the US and NATO about what will happen in Afghanistan while a number of Middle Eastern players such as Iran, Turkey, and Russia, and many other stakeholders will play a role in the region.

by the Central Asian States as well as Russia has been altered with emphasis on more constructive roles. By the Central Asian States and especially their role in the worsening security in Northern Afghanistan. However, due to crisis and conflict, Afghanistan has been more important for the United States and its allies than ever. As relations between Afghanistan and its Western supports worsened during last years of President Karzai's ruling, the United States and its allies are facing a dilemma in the current stage, apart from Afghanistan's development and its projects to be quickly to evacuate all their troops to Afghanistan. However, with the efforts of the ISU (NUG) to negotiate with the Taliban, the West is to withdraw troops and its allies, the support for the two major sides to cooperate in Afghanistan for saving Afghanistan and Russia over the common concerns in Afghanistan. Still, there is a need to focus on more constructive roles. By the Central Asian States and especially their role in the worsening security in Northern Afghanistan.